Abstract. We obtain conditions under which PSL2(Z.»[*]/(/(■*))) is a factor of ( /, m, n ). Using this, certain results about factors of cocompact Fuchsian groups are obtained. For example, it is shown that:
1. Introduction. Any cocompact Fuchsian group T may be represented as a (discrete) subgroup of PSL2(P) where R is an algebraic number ring. The group T, therefore, has finite factors which are subgroups of PSL2(P), where R is a finite quotient ring of R. For R = GF(q) this situation has been investigated in [7] with T restricted to the class of triangle groups. We shall rework [7] for more general R and obtain generalizations of Theorems 6, 7, and 8 of that paper. Explicitly, new noncongruence subgroups of the modular group and new Hurwitz groups will be constructed.
From our results on factors of triangle groups it is not particularly difficult to obtain results on factors of arbitrary cocompact Fuchsian groups T. For example, the proof of a folk theorem emerges. This is a demonstration that T always has simple nonabelian factors, a fact which seems not to be found in the existing literature and which will enable us to generalize the Bundgaard-Nielsen-Fox theorem and a result of Leech as was promised in [1] . While investigating Hurwitz groups, Leech [5] found a miscalculation in [9] , an early and otherwise excellent paper pertaining to Hurwitz groups. This led Leech to ask whether a Hurwitz group could have a non trivial center-a question he answered affirmatively in [6] and which could also be resolved by the methods of [1] , as noted there. Here, however, it shall be further established that any cocompact T has a torsion-free normal subgroup N such that T/N has nontrivial center. Finally, we shall generalize a result of [1] by proving (see Theorem 8) that no bound exists for the number of factors of T having fixed order. is a field one can choose t so 7t(t) = (w(a))"1. Thus it(ot) = ir(o) ■ it(t) = 1 so that <jt = 1 + pV for some V E Zpn-, [a] . Letting a'-r2^(-pVy it follows that oo' -1 + (-\)"~x(pV)" -1 so that o is invertible; since invertibles map to invertibles, the converse is clear.
Matrix groups over Z «[«]
• As usual, let SL2(P) denote the group of all 2 X 2 matrices of unit determinant. Bucking tradition, define PSL2(P) = SL2(P)/{±7}; the reason for this definition is that for R -Z2»\ol\, PSL2(P) usually has nontrivial center. (ii) Ifp = 2, there are (2m + 1)(2'" -1) conjugates of I + 2(°g) with 2m classes of this type. Further there exist 2m central elements (' o2ti+2t) w'tn T ^ ^2[a]-Proof. The kernel of 8 consist of those matrices I + pA where the trace of A is congruent to 0 modulo p. Thus | ker 8 \ -q3 and | SL2(Zpi[a\) \ -q4(q + l)(q -1) so that to establish the proposition it suffices to compute the orders of the centralizers of all elements in question. A simple computation yields that the centralizer in SL2(Zpia) of 7 + /?(°o) is Proof. Since Ker0""_, = (7 + p"~xA: tr A = 0 (mod /?)}, it follows that | Ker 8"_x |= q3. To see that Ker 6"_x is elementary abelian, note that since 2n -2 >n,
(1 +p"-xA)(l +pn~xB) =pn~\A + B) +p2"-2AB + I = 1 +p"~\A + B) (mod/?"). Thus (7 + p"~XA)P = I + p"~x(pA) = 7 so that Ker 0""_, has exponent/?.
A simple induction now yields Proposition 5. (l+p"-xa p"~xc \
Then if n > 4, 
Now if a"1 + t"1 s 0 (mod 3), then comparing (1) and (2) Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 5 and Lemma 2. is a monic polynomial with gn(ß) = 0 and such that gx(x) is irreducible. As all irreducible polynomials of degree m split over Zp[a] = GF(q), it follows from Remark 1 that gn(x) is a product of linear factors over Zp" [a] . Taking the constant term ß' of one of these and mapping ß' to ß induces an isomorphism.
Generation theorems for PSL2(Z/)»[o]
). In this section certain results that appear in [7] for n = 1 will be shown to hold for arbitrary n. Just as in [7] , denote by and as in [7] find that (A, B, B~XA~X) E En(a, ß, y) iif(z, w) = 1 + Z2 + w2 + «zw -y8w -yz = 0 (mod /?") is solvable. In [7] this was proven possible with n -1 after perhaps permuting (a, ß,y) which we assume done. An immediate consequence of (1) is that (4 -a2)z = 2y -aß and (4 -a2)w = 2ß -ay so that using (3) Proof. Since /? \ \ A \, it follows that A diagonalizes with primitive s th roots of unity on the diagonal where S E {1,2, l). Thus the trace of A is the homomorphic image of X = yT + 1/ yT, taken as a member of an algebraic number ring. Exactly the same holds for B and C where one obtains say u and v. Mapping X, u, v modulo pr and applying Theorem 5 proves the corollary, since the projective order of a matrix with characteristic polynomial x2 -Xx + 1 is /.
It is worth noting that the quadratic form condition of Theorem 5 is equivalent to the statement that the trace of A'XB~XAB is not equal to 2. Another fact of utility is that a2 + ß2 + y2 -aßy -4 is -4 times the determinant of the quadratic form q(L f], f ) = £2 + Tj2 + £2 + aTjf + ßU + y|ij. Thus if p ¥> 2, the Q factors if and only if this quantity vanishes. That Q also factors in characteristic 2 precisely under the same condition is easily checked. In [7] any triple (A, B, C) E Ex(a, ß, y) that causes Q(a, ß, y) to factor is called singular and it is proven that such triples always generate solvable groups.
Definition. A finite group is said to be a (/, m, n) '■= (x, y, z: x' = ym = z" = xyz = 1 ) ; this latter group is called a triangle group. . Assume that (ä, ß, y) is neither exceptional, singular, nor irregular (see [7] for definition), and that (a, ß, y) E (Zpr[o])3 is congruent modulo p to (ä, ß, y). Then there exist (A, B, C) E En(a, ß, y) such that (A, P>= SL2(Zp\o\).
Next, a result of Newman (see [8] ) will be slightly strengthened. Proof. Let |Zp[o]|= q and n = a + 1. As usual let y be the trace of a 2 X 2 matrix over the algebraic integers, whose order is n and let yr denote y 's image in Zpr [a] . It is how in [7] that any (0, l,y,) triple generates PSL2([o]). Thus by Corollary 10 such a triple exists and lifts to a (0,1, yr) triple which generates PSL2(Z/)r[o]). That the normal subgroup is noncongruence follows at once from the Fricke-Wohlfahrt theorem of [10] . To prove the second part note that if n = IIse2 p"s then r/r?* n sl2(z,-)/<(-/,...,-/)>.
SB'S.
A fundamental result of Riemann surface theory appears in 3. This states that for Riemann surface S of genus g, | Aut S |< 84(g -1) with equality occurring iff S is uniformized by a group whose normalizer in LF(2, R ) is isomorphic to (2,3,7) . Because of this (2,3,7) has been the object of much study and its finite factors are called Hurwitz groups. Proof. This is a special case of Corollary 10. The reason that PSL2(Z49) fails to be a Hurwitz group is that by Proposition 4 every element of order 7 lies in Ker 02.
If (i) appears unsatisfactory we refer the interested reader to [2] where all Hurwitz extensions of an abelian group by PSL2(7) (and hence certain algebraic curves that cover the famous curve in [4] ) are determined. Taking p = 2 in (iii) yields an infinite family of Hurwitz groups with nontrivial center. If a subgroup of order 2 is factored out of PSL2([o]) one obtains a factor of (2,3,7; 9) also found by Leech in [6] . Proof. (-1,/2,j2) .
By the results in [7] a matrix realization of this triple generates either S4, PSL2(/?) or PGL2(/?)-the latter depending on whether/? = ± 1 (mod 8) or not. By Proposition 6 some matrix in the generated group has trace 3. Now S4 contains elements whose orders are 1,2,3, and 4 and no others so that if S4 is generated then 3 E {0, ± 1, ± y¡2 } which cannot occur/? > 7. (Actually PSL2 (7) is a (3,4,4)-group as well, since the commutator has order 7.) The remaining infinite exceptional triangle groups are handled as follows where 02 + 0 -1 =0.
Group
Trace Triple (2,5,5) (0,0,0) (3, 5, 5) (1,0,0) (3, 3, 5) (1,1,0) (5, 5, 5) (0,0,0)
Lemma 5. Suppose (I, m, n) is not one of the following: (2,2, n), (2,3,3), (2,3,4), (2,3,5), (2,3,6), (2,4,4), or (3, 3, 3) . Then there exist infinitely many prime numbers p such that PSL2(/?) is a homomorphic image of (l,m,n) where the generator of order I (resp. m, n) maps to an element of order I (resp. m, n).
Proof. By Dirichlet's theorem infinitely many primes are congruent to one modulo 2 Imn. Let p be one of these. Choose a homomorphism (/, m, n) -SL2(/?) and suppose the associated trace triple is (a, ß, y). By Theorem 5 of [7] if PSL^Z^,) is not generated, then either (/, m, n) is exceptional, in which case Lemma 4 applies, or g(a, ß,y)'-= a2 + ß2 + y2 -aßy -4. If no member of the trace triple is zero, then replacing a by -a yields a nonsingular triple. Suppose a = 0 so that 1 -2, fix ß and note that g is a quadratic in y. Thus for groups in our list there can be at most two traces associated with an element of order n and by symmetric argument the same holds for m. Hence m, n E {2,3,4,6}. To see that (2,6,6) and (2,4,6) should not be included in the above list consider the following triples and note that Q ¥= 0:
(0,fi,fi),(0,fi,j3).
We now consider the following group: Case (ii) is handled similarly.
Corollary
13. Every cocompact Fuchsian group T has infinitely many simple nonabelian factors. Theorem 7. Every cocompact Fuchsian group T has a torsion-free normal subgroup of finite index (in fact infinitely many such subgroups) such that T/N has nontrivial center.
Proof. If T has a nontrivial factor A, then choose a nonabelian factor T/M of T where M is torsion-free. By the Jordan-Holder theorem T/M X A is a factor of T. If T has trivial abelianization, then g = 0 and the v¡ are pairwise coprime so that PSL2 (Z4[o] ) is a factor of T for approximate o. Choose a simple nonabelian factor of T as above and take the direct product It is worth noting that T has factors with arbitrarily large center. To see this take a direct product of SL2(Z4[a]) with SL2(/?,) for suitable prime /?, and factor out ((-7,-7,..., -I )>. Acknowledgement.
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